
 

 

Rushmoors and Riverguard Keep
The Rushmoors are a long, broad and fetid marsh between 
the Gran March and Keoland, fed by and outlet to the Javan 
River. Thick rushes, interspersed with patches of scummy 
water, stretch as far as the eye can see. “Land”, such that it 
is, is usually thick with slimy mud and walking creatures 
often sink in. The water level rises and recedes with the 
seasons, making the soil extremely nutrient-rich and wet. 
Though channels are navigable even in winter, small clumps 
of trees and other vegetation form islands that persevere 
through the floods of spring and summer. The rich lands and 
water support a wide variety of plants and animals. 
 
Trees: Willows, dogwood, red maple, pin oak, cypress, white 
pine, white cedar, hemlock, tamarack.   
Plants: water weeds (elodea, milfoil, etc.), floating plants (lily 
pads, duckweed, etc.), marsh marigold, jewelweed, jack in 
the pulpit, ferns, arrow-head, grasses, cattails, reeds, rice, 
sweet grass,  bullrushes (including a very tall one with a 
thick, tough bamboo-like stalk) 
Animals (including giant varieties): insects, frogs, fish, 
shrimp, freshwater eels, leeches, turtles, ducks, snakes, 
otters, red-winged blackbirds, herons, muskrats, beavers, 
opossum, raccoon, mink, rats, alligators, skunk, 
hippopotamus  
Monsters: kobolds, goblins, lizardfolk, Fey (nymphs, dryads, 
satyr, pixies, hags, redcaps, etc.), undead (will-o-wisps, 
zombies, Spawn of Kyuss, ghouls, etc.), nagas, primitive Flan, 
bullywugs, ravens, orcs, yuan-ti, black dragons, hydra, 
(dinosaurs,) rot grubs, thornies, catoblepas, bodaks, swarms, 
oytughs, shambling mounds, ogres and trolls 

Cult of the Reptile God  
Explictica Defilus is a Spirit Naga who guards one of the black 
obelisks of Tharizdun. Thirty years ago, she formed a cult 
worshipping her, but was defeated. Over time, she 
respawned and founded the Water Temple, which built 
Riverguard Keep. (See below) 

Kharlixes the Black Dragon Lair 
Kharlixes is an ancient black dragon who lairs in the 
Rushmoors, not far from Riverguard Keep. A tribe of 
lizardfolk led by King Shrezzed worship the dragon. They 
have maze-like tunnels filled with traps and nasty creatures 
that protect the approaches to the dragon’s lair.  

King Karackus Lair – Fhar’anod 
Karackus is slain and his lair taken over by an illithid and his 
minotaur thrall. - - Under the hidden/forbidden underground 
city of Fhar’anod is another hidden Yuan-ti lair around the 
obsidian obelisk. – They are NOT part of the Water Temple.  

Other Factions and Hazards 
The Rushmoors are home to a tribe of bullywugs, a tribe of 
primitive (barbarian) Flan, a number of undead (spawn of 
Kyuss, zombies, etc.), fey (inc. hags), pirates and various 
types of monsters.  

Swimming 
While swimming, each foot of movement costs 1 extra foot 
(2 extra feet in difficult terrain) unless the creature has a 
swimming speed.  
 
After each hour of swimming, DC10 Constitution check or 
gain 1 level of exhaustion. Creatures with swimming speed 
are exempted.  
 
House Rule: Ability to get to/stay on surface: 
No/minimal Clothing = no penalty - DC10 
Clothing or Light Armor = DC 12 
Medium Armor = DC 15 with Disadvantage 
Heavy Armor = DC 20 with Disadvantage 
http://www.enworld.org/forum/showthread.php?554467-
Swimming-in-Armor 
 
A creature can hold its breath for a number of minutes equal 
to 1 + Constitution modifier (minimum 30 seconds). When a 
creature runs out of breath, it can survive for a number of 
rounds equal to its Constitution modifier (minimum 1 round) 
then it drops to 0 hit points and is dying.  
 
Visibility in the murky water is at most 10 feet. Drops to 1” in 
underground muddy water.  



CY592 - Cult of the Reptile God - 
Explictica Defilus 
Below the fetid waters of the Rushmoors, near a river 
leading up to Guilder’s Folly, extends a two-level network of 
damp and dingy tunnels. This was the headquarters of the 
Cult of the Reptile God and lair of the evil spirit naga, 
Explictica Defilus, who installed herself as a god. Here 
kidnapped citizens were brought and subjected to the 
permanent charms of the foul serpent. (Charm Person daily 
for a year becomes permanent.) Charmed persons were 
returned to the village as new cult members.  
 
Victims who somehow resisted her potent charms are given 
to the Aboleths to enslave. Should any prove resistant to 
those charms and enslavement remain in the dungeon, 
where they are fed to monsters there or turned into 
zombies. Twenty-eight years ago Explictica Defilus was 
defeated and “killed”, to respawn later. 

 

Villager, Knight and Army Cultists 
Part of the cult’s plans include kidnapping villagers, 
preferably entire families when they can, temporarily 
replacing them with Fathomers who use alter self to 
impersonate and replace the kidnapped family. Once the 
kidnapped family has been sufficiently permanently 
charmed (about a year), they return home to help kidnap 
and indoctrinate/charm others into the cult. Those who 
resist the naga’s charms are killed and fed to various 
monsters or animated as zombie laborers. You aren’t sure 
how many villagers are in the cult, but it is a significant 
number within each community, Knights of the 
Watch/Dispatch and the Army. 

 At least a dozen commoners and craftsmen are at 
Riverguard Keep, being charmed/indoctrinated 

 

Captain Gar Shatterkeel 
Gar Shatterkeel was born in a poor fishing village called 
Pelyth Cove. At a young age, he lost his family to a lizardfolk 
attack, who slaughtered almost everyone he knew. A Neheli 
merchant galley conscripted the young orphan into service, 
and Gar was forced into a brutal indentured servitude that 
was barely better than being enslaved. His unwilling service 
came to an end when pirates attacked the merchant ship. 
During the fighting, Gar was knocked overboard, he lost his 
left arm and a powerful current deposited him on an island  
(the old Cult of the Reptile God).  
 
On the island, Gar found a hidden cavern temple, on whose 
altar lay a powerful magical trident (“Drown”). Sensing its 
power, Gar took up the weapon and discovered the 
regenerating Explicita Defilus, who became his mentor. Gar 
believed that the current that had saved his life was a water 
elemental. From that day forward, he devoted himself to the 
Rushmoors, learning its secrets and powerful water magic. In 
time he became aware of a call to a higher purpose, 
impelling him to find other examples of human flotsam and 
teach them about the power of the marshes. 
 
Gar is covered in barnacles, and he wears an artificial arm in 
the shape of a crab’s claw over the stump of his left arm. He 
never uses two words when one will do, and he believes that 
anyone addressing him with courtesy is either insincere or 
subtly mocking him. The water prophet’s primary motivation 
is retribution; the world has been cruel to him, and he 
intends to make everyone else suffer as he has. 

 



Captain Shoalar Quanderil 
Shoalar Quanderil is a plump water genasi armed with a 
jovial manner and biting sense of humor, Shoalar Quanderil 
seems like the last person one would expect to be a cruel 
member of a destructive cult. Nevertheless, Shoalar is the 
captain of a pirate ship that harries the Rushmoors, and a 
highranking Crushing Wave cultist. He sees Olhydra’s power 
as a means to making himself as rich as possible. 

 

Captain El-Char 
El-Char is a wood elf warlock/runecaster who fell in with the 
elementalists about forty years ago. He wears the woodland 
attire of his elven kin, complete with elvish longbow, though 
he sports his hair in a prominent mowhawk. El-Char’s Gar 
Shatterkeel’s contact to the main elementalist movement to 
the east of the Lortmill Mountains. He’s generally quiet, 
unpredictable and chaotic. Gar has made El-Char the pirate 
captain of the captured “Silver Griffon”.  

 

Aboleths 
Aboleths are fish-like amphibians, twenty feet long and 
weighing about 6,500 pounds; they continue to grow as they 
age, however, and some fantastically ancient specimens 
reach much longer lengths. They are a kind of hybrid of fish 
and eel with some insectoid and annelid qualities; they have 
long, tubular bodies, like that of an eel, but fish-like tails at 
the end and two fins near the head and a dorsal fin near the 
back. Their bodies are also segmented, which is a worm or 
insect-like characteristic. Their underbellies are orange-pink, 
and their topsides sea-green. A little bit back from the head 
are four long tentacles, two on each side, two on the topside 
and two on the underbelly. Their heads are roughly triangle 
shaped, with a spherical, somewhat beak-like nose. Above 
the nose are their three eyes, each one set atop the other. 
Tendrils and a few shorter tentacles dangle from the bottom 
of the head. Four blue-black slime-secreting orifices line the 
bottom of their bodies. 
 
Aboleths have powerful psionic powers, being natural psions 
like the illithids. However, the aboleth, like the other 
archetypal aberrations, has a much more fearsome ability: 
aboleths secrete a viscous grey fluid, much like mucus, which 
brings about a terrible transformation in air-breathing 
creatures. The skin of the victim is transformed into a 
membrane which allows it to breathe in water, but robs the 
creature of air-breathing. This allows the aboleth to keep 
slaves, which it dominates and keeps captive with its mind. 
 
You aren’t sure how many aboleths are in Riverguard Keep, 
but it is more than two (2).  

 



Riverguard Keep and the Water Cultists 
Riverguard Keep was built by the Water Temple over the old 
Cult of the Reptile God, where the stream/minor river that 
passes by Guilder’s Folly empties into the Rushmoors. 
Cultists use Riverguard Keep as a base while smuggling or 
raiding shipping travelling through the Rushmoors.  
 
Crushing Wave cultists are almost as patient and stoic as the 
followers of the earth cult. They understand the value of 
outlasting formidable foes and slowly eroding their defenses. 
However, they are far more flexible and opportunistic in 
their overall philosophy than the earth cultists are. Like a 
flood that seeks the weak point in a levee and then bursts 
through with ever-growing strength, water cultists are quick 
to sense an opening and then act to exploit it. This 
philosophy of pragmatism and opportunism means that the 
Crushing Wave is the most mercenary of the four elemental 
cults. Water cultists eagerly seek out rich prizes and use their 
ill-gotten loot to develop their schemes. 
 
In combat, Crushing Wave cultists excel as skirmishers. They 
value mobility and opportunism, rarely making a stand in 
one place for long. Instead, they feign retreats, regroup, and 
launch new attacks, wearing down their foes like storm-
driven waves eating away at a sandy beach. Almost all water 
cultists are excellent swimmers skilled at fighting in water, so 
they look for opportunities to surprise their enemies by 
using bodies of water to slip around or through defenses. 
 
Because the cultists see water as the wellspring of all life and 
purpose, they spend as much time in or around it as 
possible. Many cult hideouts are located near large bodies of 
water, and those that aren’t feature hidden pools or wells in 
which cult members can immerse themselves. Water cultists 
prize water-breathing magic and seek it out for no other 
reason than to spend hours meditating underwater. Few 
cultists gain any profound insights from these exercises. 
 
The followers of the Crushing Wave detest the Cult of the 
Eternal Flame. They find the fire cultists to be hostile, short-
tempered, and unforgivably rash. The Howling Hatred 
cultists aren’t as hostile, but they are likewise given to 
sudden impulses and are unreliable. The water cultists get 
along with the Cult of the Black Earth. The earth cultists are 
deliberate and dependable, if perhaps too inflexible for their 
own good. 
 

Crushing Wave Priest(ess)s 
Crushing Wave priests are the fanatical core of the cult. 
Gathering in secretive cabals, they perform dark rituals to 
glorify Olhydra as the embodiment of water’s 
destructiveness. They believe that using water to kill their 
enemies, such as through ritual drowning, earns them 
Olhydra’s favor. 
Known:  

 Drosin (f) – Riverguard Keep 
 (Unknown names, but at least one per longship) 

 

Fathomers 
Fathomers are cultists who have sealed a pact with Olhydra, 
Princess of Evil Water. In addition to their spellcasting 
abilities, fathomers have the ability to transform their bodies 
into water, taking serpent-like shapes. In their water serpent 
forms, fathomers gain many of the resistances elemental 
creatures possess, as well as the ability to grapple and crush 
their enemies with their watery bodies. Fathomers often 
serve as spies, infiltrators, and assassins for the water cult, 
since they can slip under locked doors or pass through bars 
and similar obstacles with ease. 

 Reash – hates Ushnora 
 Urshnora – hates Reash 
 Unknown number impersonating new “converts” in 

the various villages and army 

  



Reavers 
The foot soldiers of the Crushing Wave cult are vicious sea 
reavers. Many of them were pirates before they fell in with 
the cult, and they remain eager for blood and plunder. 
Crushing Wave reavers appreciate the value of stealth and 
surprise, and look for chances to launch sudden attacks from 
positions of concealment whenever possible. The soldiers of 
the Crushing Wave cult are highly loyal to the cult priests, 
but they rarely fight to the death if an avenue of retreat is 
open to them. Reavers carry shields made of giant crab 
shells, and the blades of their swords are lined with shark’s 
teeth. 

 Thirty or forty (40) at Riverguard Keep in various 
stages of charm, up to permanent and awaiting a 
new longship 

 Thirty or forty per longship raider 

 

 

One-Eyed Shivers 
A one-eyed shiver is a fearsome cultist who wields powers of 
ice and cold. To gain the frigid power of elemental water, the 
shiver removes one eye and replaces it with a frosty white 
orb that can blast foes with an icy ray. When the orb isn’t in 
use, the shiver covers its magical eye with an eye patch. 
Even when hidden, the orb’s magical power makes itself 
felt—a one-eyed shiver has ice-cold blood and is constantly 
surrounded by an aura of thin, cold fog. One-eyed shivers 
inspire dread and fear in all who meet them, including their 
fellow cultists. Only the leaders of the Crushing Wave cult 
dare to give commands to these masters of icy magic. 

 Holger, commander of the Riverguard watch 
 Khalt 
 Morbeoth 
 At least one per longship raider 
 Perhaps ten more in Riverguard Keep 

 

 “Were-Sharks” 
Some of the most committed members of the Water Temple 
have been blessed with a rare and special form of 
lycanthropy from Olhydra. Each one is often a unique 
blending of human and water creature, not always a shark.  

 Twenty or thirty per longship raider 

 



Dark Tide Knights 
Dark Tide knights are the elite warriors of the Crushing Wave 
cult. By drawing upon Olhydra’s dark power, they gain the 
ability to ride sea-creatures that normally wouldn’t be 
suitable as mounts, and can even breathe underwater and 
share their mount’s senses. The knights prefer to fight from 
or in the water, since they don’t like to leave their mounts 
behind, but they can be fierce opponents on foot at need. 
Unlike most other knights, Dark Tide knights disdain heavy 
armor, relying on the speed and ferocity of their attacks to 
carry them to victory. 

 Sir Gordol, a former Knight of Dispatch is the leader 
 Perhaps half a dozen at Riverguard Keep 
 Perhaps a half dozen patrolling the Rushmoors on 

various monstrous aquatic mounts (Plesiosaurus, 
Giant Snapping Turtle, Giant Crocodile, Hippo, Giant 
Freshwater Shark, etc.) 

 

Longships 
As of Fireseek CY620, they have three longships: “Revenge” 
(Captain: Gar Shatterkeel), “Rivermaid” (Captain: Sholar 
Quanderil) and “Silver Griffon” (Captain: El-Char). It is rare 
for more than one ship to be docked at Riverguard Keep, as 
most are looking for other ships to prey upon.  
 
Each longship has a captain, a priest(ess) or two, an one-
eyed shiver, thirty or forty reavers to crew the vessel and 
twenty or thirty were-sharks to act as a boarding party 
and/or to crew the prize once taken.  
 
Crews and passengers of captured vessels are brought back 
to Riverguard Keep and repeatedly charmed by Explictica 
Defilus until they are sufficiently loyal to crew a new 
longship raider (about a year). [Most of the Reavers 
stationed at Riverguard Keep were captured less than a year 
ago and are still being regularly charmed by the naga.]  
(Among the captives in Riverguard Keep are Captain Harry, 
Master Oengus, Pilot Aghna – formerly of the Brenin’s Silver 
Griffon. CY619-03) 

Bronzeplume, Dragon Turtle 
Smallish for a dragon turtle, Bronzeplume has been known 
to deal with humans for food and treasure. The cult had a 
similar arrangement with him for regular food and treasure 
“donations”. Recent rebellious attitudes have encouraged 
the aboleths to charm it into serving them. It now patrols 
the Rushmoors, keeping most of the lizardfolk and dinosaurs 
away from Riverguard Keep.  

 

Lizardfolk 
The lizardfolk were never directly part of the Water Temple’s 
plans before as King Karackus always commanded their 
loyalty. – Now that he has perished and most of the massive 
tribe have been hunted, stragglers are beginning to offer 
their services as mercenaries to the Water Temple for 
survival. Gar is considering converting a group of the 
lizardfolk and having them approach target ships 
underwater.  



Riverguard Keep (K) 
Arrow slits (8” wide, 4’ high and 9’ up) 
Ceilings (12’ high) 
Doors (wood, DC10 Strength to force interior locked door, 
exterior doors are reinforced with iron bands DC20 Strength) 
Locks DC15 Dexterity Thieves Tools 
Walls 15’ high outside 10’ above inside ground, crenellated 
parapet. At least one (1) Reaver per wall.  

1. Front Gate 
The keep’s main entrance features a two-story 
gatehouse attached to a round tower. Arrow slits 
look out onto the ground outside the gate. The gate 
itself is a double door of thick timbers reinforced by 
iron bands. 
Typically one (1) Reaver on watch.  

2. Gatehouse 
The gates open to a thirty-foot passage leading 
east. A portcullis blocks the far end of the passage, 
but you can see the castle yard on the other side. 
An arrow slit in the southern wall of the passage 
provides defenders a way to fire on intruders who 
get this far. 
Two to four Reavers are on duty. 

3. Gatehouse upper floor 
This room above the castle gatehouse features 
doors that lead out to the tops of the walls to the 
north and to the east. Stairs lead down to the floor 
below. A chain mechanism in the northern half of 
the room positioned over the main gate raises or 
lowers the gate bars. Another controls the 
portcullis. Three holes in the floor, each about a 
foot square, look down on the passage below. 
Three (3) Reavers and Holger (One-eyed Shiver) 
bunk here.  

4. Castle Yard 
The area just inside the castle gatehouse consists of 
a small courtyard of bare dirt and tufts of wiry 
grass. A stable stands to the east, the gatehouse to 
the west, and the main yard of the castle lies to the 
north. The keep occupies the northern corner of the 
castle yard. Stone stairs near the keep lead up to 
the top of the wall. 

5. Stable 
Empty and in disrepair 

6. Armory 
Weapon racks along the walls of this armory hold 
spears. Barrels full of crossbow bolts and arrows 
stand near the doors. Open chests in the middle of 
the room contain suits of leather armor. The most 
unusual items in this armory are the giant 
horseshoe crab shells fitted as shields. 

7. Bathhouse 
Two big wooden washtubs occupy the middle of 
this room, and a row of curtains along the west wall 
provides privacy for several privies. 

8. Barracks 
Nine double bunks fill this barracks, each with a pair 

of footlockers tucked underneath. Doors exit to the 
north, west, and east. 
Twelve (12) Reavers + a one eyed-shiver 

9. Water Tower 
The upper floor of this tower looks deserted, but 
the ground floor is still in use. Curtains hanging 
across the eastern half of the room wall off 
someone’s private quarters, and several straw 
pallets lie on the floor near the door. A capstan 
stands against the north wall, with a heavy chain 
disappearing through a pipe to the northeast. The 
river laps just beneath the arrow slits of the tower. 
Three (3) one-eyed shivers and a Fathomer (Reash) 

10. Landing 
The keep’s eastern wall juts out into the river, 
forming a good-sized basin in which a couple of 
keelboats float. A wide gap in the southeast wall 
provides access to the river, although it is blocked 
by a heavy chain. A twenty-foot tall bluff of rock 
and earth separates the landing and a nearby tower 
from the rest of the castle grounds. To the north, a 
wide stream flows out of a cave mouth into the 
boat basin. 
(Water is 15’ deep) 

11. Water Gate  
An iron grate blocks access to the stream. 
The keep’s eastern wall is built into the river, 
forming a long pier that encloses a boat basin. A 
heavy chain that emerges from the tower to the 
south stretches across the entrance. 
Heavy chain raised and lowered by the winch, 
ability to block boats from entering/leaving.  
One (1) Reaver sentry.  

12. Moored Keelboat 
A large keelboat is moored to the inner side of the 
keep’s east wall, floating in the boat basin. A rope 
ladder leads from the top of the wall to the deck of 
the boat, about six feet below. Hatchways lead into 
the boat’s cabin from the bow and the stern. 
(Often has one of the three longboats docked.)  

13. Dark Stream 
The north side of the boat basin laps against a 
steep, rocky bluff. From the base of the bluff, a 
subterranean river empties into the boat basin. The 
river is close to thirty feet wide, and the cave ceiling 
is about six feet above the water level in the 
middle. An iron grate blocks the stream mouth. 
(Reash and Jolly carry keys) Stream is 10 feet deep.  

14. North Tower 
Filthy furs and discarded bones litter the interior of 
this tower. A rank animal stench hangs in the air. 
Three (3) filthy Reavers live here.  

15. Chapel 
The keep’s chapel contains plain wooden pews 
facing a large altar at the west end of the room. No 
idol hints at what deity is venerated here. A crude 
symbol is painted on the wall above the altar, 
resembling an X with a horizontal bar linking the 



bottom limbs. Several straw pallets lie near the 
chapel door. 
Drosin and two (2) Reavers  

16. Great Hall 
This room is the great hall of the keep. It is two 
stories high, with stone stairs on both sides of the 
room leading up to a stone balcony at the west end 
of the chamber. Heavy double doors lead east to 
the castle yard, while two interior doors open to the 
west. Arrow slits look out to the north and the 
south. 
At the west end of the room, below the balcony, a 
large wooden chair sits behind a wide table littered 
with papers and discarded plates. A second table, 
this one long and furnished with benches, runs 
down the middle of the hall. The walls are painted 
in green and blue, decorated with tattered banners 
showing nautical designs. 
Gar does much of his work here.  

17. Servant’s Quarters 
This plain dormitory features six bunk beds and a 
small wooden table and chairs, as well as two large 
laundry tubs and several baskets full of dirty clothes 
and linens. 
Up to three (3) Commoners not suited to become 
Reavers are often used as household labor here.  

18. Kitchens 
Two large hearths on the north wall of this room 
hold kettles full of simmering stew. Washbasins and 
worktables with old, battered crockery stand in the 
middle of the room. Sacks, casks, and barrels are 
piled along the southern wall, and cheeses and 
smoked fish hang from the ceiling. 
Up to five (5) Commoners not suited to become 
Reavers are often used as household labor here. 

19. Old Library 
Old bookshelves line the walls of this room, but 
most are empty. One old shelf has been cleared and 
restocked with a selection of tomes. A single bunk 
sits under the narrow window at the far end of the 
room, near a small desk, a wooden chair, and a 
chest. The floor looks wet. 
The books are old and waterlogged. Most are 
nautical charts, ship’s logs, etc. Houses Urshnora 
(Fathomer) 

20. Keep Guardroom 
Four bunk beds line the walls of this guardroom. To 
the south, an arrow slit looks out over the castle 
yard, and a door exits to the castle parapet. 
Another door exits to the north. 
Six (6) Reavers barracked here.  

21. Lord’s Chambers – Gar Shatterkeel 
A large semicircular room occupies the western half 
of this floor of the keep. Three narrow windows 
look out over the countryside outside the castle 
walls. The room’s furnishings are very plain, 
including a hard-looking bunk, a small wooden 
table, and a couple of simple chairs. Several large 

chests occupy the room’s southern corner. 
Gar Shatterkeel’s quarters. 

22. Secret Landing 
At the bottom of the stairs, you find a torchlit 
chamber where two boats bob in an underground 
stream. The stream flows toward daylight to the 
east and leads upstream into darkness toward the 
west. Stairs continue down.  

Dungeon 
Ceilings are 15 feet high 
Doors are stone slabs balanced on central pivots, 
opening a door makes two gaps 3 feet wide. 
Water is 15 feet deep 
Light: Continual Flame torches 
1. Wooden Stairs 

Muddy wooden steps are slippery and soggy.  
2. Entry Room 

Four (4) Reavers on duty guard the bottom of the 
stairs. 

3. Chamber of the Frogs 
Room is almost totally filled with a murky brown 
pool of water. The smell of swamp gas is very strong 
here. A thick, slime-covered column rises from the 
center of the pool to support the sagging timbers of 
the ceiling. Across the chamber, a small muddy 
shelf extends into the pool. 
Giant Toads.  

4. Cult Treasure Room 
<You were not given acess> 

5. Mud Room 
The west wall of the tunnel has collapsed here, 
burying the supporting timbers under tons of mud. 
The widened cavern has a layer of mud at least 3’ 
deep over the entire floor. 
Difficult terrain.  

6. Burial Pool 
The pool here has been the final resting spot for 
many a skeleton. Two mossy columns support a low 
ceiling. The floor is entirely covered with clear 
water, sloping to a depth of 6’ in the center. Dozens 
of skeletons are visible, and a strong smell of death 
and decay is in the air.   

7. False Door 
8. Human Cultist Rooms 

Sixteen (16) commoners and Four (4) Reavers (8e). 
9. Storage 

Locked door.  
Crates, barrels, cases and racks of supplies. 
Weapons (spears, daggers, shortswords). Crates 
have dried beans, wheat flour, cornmeal, potatoes, 
turnips, oil, lard and salt. Boxes of large spikes, 
hammers, stout timbers, picks and shovels. 

10. Empty Pool 
The shallow pool of clear, still water. Hundreds of 
small and apparently blind fish dart through the 
water.  



11. Wine Storage 
Locked door. 
15 casks and kegs, raised off the dirt floor on 
wooden shelves. Most are low-grade wine and 
watery beer (given to Reavers), but four small casks 
are private stock. (Two are strong dark beer with 
Velunian Fireamber and Orlane special wines – 250 
gp.) Beer worth 100 gp and wine worth 200 gp.  

12. Priest(ess) Rooms 
Each is a Crushing Wave Priest’s room. 

13. Drowning Chamber 
15’ ceiling supported by six stout columns of 
unadorned wood. A dank, rotten smell pervades 
this chamber. A pool of black, stinking water in the 
center is 10 feet deep. Several large stones lie on 
the floor near the pools, each wrapped several 
times around by lengths of old rope. The stones are 
about 50 lbs. each and are held by the victim to 
help keep him/her submerged for ceremonial 
drowning rituals.  

14. Lieutenant’s Quarters 
Six (6) Dark Tide Knights with a common room. 

15. Crocodile Pool and Hidden Boat 
This large room has no doors. The corridors end at 
the water’s edge. While very shallow around the 
perimeter, the pool reaches a depth of 4’ in the 
center. Muck on the bottom slows movement. A 
stagnant, musty smell is strong here. The water is 
relatively clear and many small fish can be seen. 
The more noteworthy residents of the chamber are 
resting on a mud shelf at the northeast of the room. 
Six (6) giant crocodiles live here. 
Hidden boat can hold 10 humanoids. 

16. Arched Chamber 
Unlocked. 25’ high ceiling.  Columns are black 
obsidian. Walls are engraved with scenes of the 
Chained God. The scenes appear to move in the 
flickering light.  
Looking at any of the scenes or remaining in this 
room for more than a minute requires DC15 
Wisdom save to avoid going insane.  

17. Temple 
Four obsidian columns interconnected with arcs of 
dark energy at their tops. The dark energy then 
congeals into an inverted pyramid or “obex”.  
 Looking at any of the scenes or remaining in this 
room for more than a minute requires DC15 
Wisdom save to avoid going insane.  

18. Aboleth Lair  
An Aboleth lives here. 

19. Corridor 
Leads to secret underwater entrance 

20. Guardroom 
Six (6) one-eyed shivers, 2 per shift 
20c can be converted into a makeshift jail, if 
needed.  

LOWER LEVEL: 
21. Mud Cavern 

Stepping stones across the slimy and somewhat 
acidic mud that smells somewhat of sulfur and acid. 

22. Lair 
xxx Unknown 

23. Second Treasure Room 
Hidden around a bend in the wall is a shelf of dirt 
and the cult’s second treasure stash.  
Secret: A small boat.  

24. Chamber of the Dead 
The smell of death permeates the air. Zombie(s) are 
stored here, including a few killed and re-animated 
fire cultists.  

25. Cells of the Doomed 
People who resisted the naga’s charms and await 
being fed to monsters.   

26. Zombie Factory 
Five wooden benches. This is where they create 
zombies.  

27. Altar of Evil 
This is a long room whose walls are covered by 
wooden panels. At the far end is a wooden dias 
with an altar supporting a statue of a snake with a 
human head. 
Gar Shatterkeel may be here. 

28. Mud room 
This area is choked with mud.  

29. Pumproom 
The passageway slants downward with small 
rivulets of water trickling into the darkness. 
Creaking and splashing noises can be heard from 
further along the passage.  
Five regular zombies operate a system of buckets 
that are dipped into the pool and hauled via stout 
ropes through a hole in the ceiling. Another pulley is 
concealed in a hummock in the marsh. At the top of 
the cycle, the buckets are tipped by a cleverly 
placed block of wood, emptying the water into the 
marsh and returning for another load. 
The zombies are single-minded and do not pause 
unless attacked.  

30. Mud Trap 
This dank and dingy chamber contains a small chest 
upon a raised wooden platform. 
….  

31. Empty Cave 
The floor of this cave is fairly dry. It is also littered 
with bones, and the area smells faintly of rot.  

32. Empty Cave 
The walls of this cave drop and glisten with 
moisture, but the area is apparently empty.  

33. Hag Coven Lair 
Three sea hags live in this lair, supported in part by 
the naga and the cult. 
* Thuluna Maah  
* Shira Deemal 
* Ganna Hebane 



34. Workshop and Laboratory  
All manner of foul alchemical potions and elixirs, 
drugs and poisons.   

35. Hag Sleeping Chambers  
Three beds made from bones, hair and fingernails 
of victims.  

36. Lurch’s post 
Aquatic Troll stands guard over the entrance to “her 
excellence” (Explictica Defilus). Only those who 
show the (water elemental) sign are allowed to 
pass.  

37. Throne Room 
This huge cavern is lit by a ghostly green glow 
emanating from the eight columns supporting the 
vaulted ceiling. A rather large flat-bottomed boat is 
set at the shore of the pool before you, and the 
water seems to occupy most of the cavern.  
The boat can carry 10 people and has a large pole to 
propel at 10 ft.  
Bronzefume the young dragon turtle lives in the 
waters, but has been trained to ignore the boat and 
occupants.  
Explictica Defilus arrogantly awaits in her alcove, 
coiled upon her favorite treasures and skulls of her 
most hated enemies.  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 



 
 



 



 
 


